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About us (1)
Hydrogen East was launched in July 2020 to
provide research and support to local
stakeholders in understanding emergent
hydrogen opportunities.
So far, we have undertaken two landmark
studies:
•

Bacton Energy Hub, for NALEP, NNDC,
ORE-Catapult and OGTC

•

Lowestoft PowerPark evaluation. For
ESDC. SCC, Conrad Energy, Scottish
Power, Thrive Renewables et al.

We have also carried out a comprehensive
assessment for a major utility of regional
electrolyser sites.
We are now developing thinking around an
approach for a green hydrogen cluster, which
could form a major regional landmark project
(more on this shortly).
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Emergent green hydrogen cluster
•

Thinking informed by studies centred on the Bacton Energy
Hub ((May 2021) and Lowestoft PowerPark (November 2021).

•

We believe cost parity by 2025 if green hydrogen can be
scaled, especially if commodity prices remain volatile

•

Two developers already actively developing onshore sites
close by.

•

On a conservative basis we estimate demand for at least
10TWh of aggregated demand regionally by 2030.

•

Diverse potential use cases that are very different to other
cluster proposals emerging elsewhere – six different types
of application could be realized in the short-term.

•

Significance of conversion of Wherry, Bittern and East
Suffolk railway lies.

•

Our paper setting out current thinking on a regional cluster
will be posted on Hydrogen East website later today.

•

Well received by BEIS. They have asked for another briefing
in around a month.

•

Now assembling support for an application into the Net
Zero Hydrogen Fund when it opens in Q2.

•

We also need to consider interactions with possible
developments at Felixstowe and Sizewell.

•

Independent of development to blue hydrogen at Bacton.
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Lowestoft: Potential design (1)
•

Establish one or more electrolysers on the northern PowerPark,
alongside hydrogen refuelling infrastructure.

•

These could be supported by local renewable generation, though grid
connection still likely to be required to achieve optimal load factors.
Assets able to sell power to the electrolyser(s) could include:

•

Reconditioned ‘Gulliver’ wind turbine

•

Batteries

•

A suite of new commercial solar PV installations

•

Tidal energy demonstrator in mid-term.

•

Small volumes could be delivered to the Port of Lowestoft for
demonstration NRMM and vessels.

•

It is a prime location to host hydrogen refuelling. This could be
complemented by a fuel cell to provide rapid EV charging to create a
low-carbon refuelling hub.

•

The Conrad Energy flexgen assets could run on a hydrogen blend and
provide important learning outcomes for other local generators.

•

As water demand from electrolysis increases, potentially hosting
desalination plant at the waste water treatment centre.
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Lowestoft: Potential design (2)
• Hosting an electrolyser in the inner
harbour, potentially close to existing rail
sidings, offers an opportunity to explore
a larger project.
• As well as the opportunity to supply the
potential demand for hydrogen at the
PowerPark, the electrolyser could then
also support increased adoption of
hydrogen in the area.
• This might include;
Ø Use
by
non-road
machinery at the port

mobile

Ø Use by crew transfer vessels
Ø Additional HGVs
Ø Adoption by local passenger rail
routes.
• Whether design 2 is an mid-term
addition
to
the
PowerPark
development, or whether it is the
preferred development route is subject
to further discussion.
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Lowestoft and surroundings
• There are various important assets and
infrastructure that make the region an ideal
candidate for a wider collaborative energy
innovation project featuring hydrogen.
• The surrounding local area also has a
number of relevant features that mean a
wider programme could also provide
significant local benefit.
• The landfill gas assets at Aldeby, dispersed
solar
generation
and
waste-water
treatment plants, and waste management
businesses active in Beccles and Ellough,
mean that there are a number of other sites
that could support hydrogen production
and use.
• At this stage we have only considered
these sites at a high level and we
could evaluate this potential wider cluster
of opportunities in more detail during Stage
2 if it proceeds.
• We believe similar opportunities exist at
Great Yarmouth.
• Scope to join clusters around production
and refuelling infrastructure around East
Coast seaboard.
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About us (2)
• We have also established Net Zero East focused on
supporting Local Authorities and SMEs in realizing net
zero strategies and tackling carbon abatement in a way
that draws on the specifics of place and supports wider
regional clean growth.
• Main activities thus far have been:
•

Supported North Norfolk District Council, in drafting
its Net Zero Strategy and Climate Action Plan

•

Developed an advanced geospatial mapping
platform that already has 150 data layers that can
illustrate a wide range of datasets across energy,
transport, natural capital and socio-economic
indicators to support business and other
stakeholder net zero decisions

•

Developed a comprehensive Guide to Local
Authorities and Net Zero, including three county
companion volumes on Norfolk, Suffolk and Essex
(further volume on Hertfordshire underway),

• Main October report sets out challenges, resources and
exemplars. See Great Yarmouth summary profile on
website: https://netzeroeast.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2021/11/Great-Yarmouth.pdf.
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Supporting slides
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Great Yarmouth headlines
•

Great Yarmouth Borough Council have not yet declared a Climate Emergency, nor set a local Net Zero target date

•

Great Yarmouth contributed the least to Norfolk’s total carbon emissions in 2019 compared to the other Local Authorities,
reflecting its small physical footprint and relatively small population

•
•

Offshore wind generation contributes significantly to the district’s renewable generation capacity
A high percentage of homes in the district are connected to the gas grid, providing an opportunity for decarbonisation in
the future
The borough has the lowest ratio of ULEVs to vehicles, and a high ratio of diesel cars and vans, and
There are high levels of fuel poverty and deprivation in Great Yarmouth, and the large amounts of social housing owned
by the Council provide opportunities for decarbonisation and socio-economic benefits for the population in the future.

•
•

2019 territorial
emissions (ktCO2)
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8.6
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total
360.6
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Sample maps
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